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Understand the risks of remote working 

With remote working becoming increasingly popular, especially in a business 
environment that must now contend with both a pandemic and cyber crime, it is more 

important than ever to understand how secure your network is. 

While allowing your employees to work remotely offers considerable benefits, your 
remote access solutions can also leave the organisation’s logical perimeter porous. 

These are the gaps that criminals seek out to exploit and could prove to be a significant 
vulnerability. 

IT Governance Europe’s Remote Access Penetration Test service securely probes your 
external infrastructure for these weaknesses so that you can resolve them. 

 

Service eligibility 

The service package applies to single-entity organisations with up to two external IP 
addresses for their remote access solutions. The service is provided remotely and can 
be delivered to organisations in any sector or industry.  

For organisations that fall outside the eligibility criteria, please call us on 00 800 48 484 
484 for a quotation. 

 

Resource requirements  

You will need an internal project coordinator to host meetings and to ensure all required 
information is provided on time, and that tasks and actions allocated to your staff are 
carried out as agreed.  

 

Service description  

Our CREST-certified penetration tester will conduct an unauthenticated test against your 
externally facing remote access solutions (e.g. Citrix, Terminal Services/Remote 
Desktop Services, VPN). This is essentially a combined web application and 
infrastructure test that looks for: 

• Inadequate/insecure authentication; 

• Weak configurations; 

• Default settings; and 

• Outdated software and patching levels. 

The service will be performed remotely against up to two VPN connections. 

The testing will take half a day and will be arranged to minimise the impact on your 
business operations. All of our penetration testing services are non-destructive. 

We also offer a bespoke service for larger or more complex organisations, and can be 
extended to assess a wider variety of vulnerabilities. 

The output of the test will be a comprehensive report setting out the tester’s findings. 
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Penetration test report 

The report will identify your organisation’s remote access vulnerabilities in detail, with 

recommendations to address these issues. 

An executive summary will explain what the risks mean in clear business terms so 

remediation activities can be appropriately resourced and prioritised. 

The report will be delivered within five working days of completing the assessment. 

An on-site or remote presentation of report findings and remedial measures can be 

provided upon request at an additional cost. 

 

Why choose us? 

• We have an in-depth understanding of technical vulnerabilities and the threats 
they pose to information assets and systems. 

• Our specialist team has extensive penetration testing and vulnerability scanning 
expertise, both in the EU and globally. 

• Our transparent proposals are fixed price, so you won’t get any surprises. 

• You will have access to a dedicated account manager throughout the project. 

 

Speak to an expert 

Call our team on 00 800 48 484 484 for further information and to discuss your 
penetration testing requirements. 

 

 

 

 

 


